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I. I NTRODUCTION
Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) are commonly used
to transport goods and to efficiently handle logistics of
industrial warehouses [1], [2]. These robots must be able
to plan free paths, to localize in the environment and to
reach the desired operation point with high accuracy and
without collision with people, manually operated lift trucks
and obstacles. An example of industrial AGV is shown in
Figure 1.
The standard solutions currently in use enable accurate
pose estimation and safety regulation by combining reliable
laser sensing technology and robust algorithms. In particular,
AGVs are equipped with a navigation laser scanner on the
vehicle top detecting artificial landmarks made of reflective
material. These point features are matched with the landmark of a prior maps and used for robot localization. The
placement of special markers in vast warehouses and with
many occluding obstacles can be expensive, and there may
be region where it is impossible to put stable markers. Safety
laser scanners are placed around the AGVs at ground level
to monitor the presence of obstacles in given areas around
the vehicle. The size of these areas must be carefully chosen
as trade-off between safety and efficiency, since the vehicle
slows down or stops whenever the area is occupied.
More advanced perception and estimation methods can
increase the autonomy of industrial AGVs and the flexibility
of plant setup. Localization or obstacle detection based
on raw sensor data can address the previously illustrated
limitations. Solutions to quickly achieve high technology
readiness level must take into account requirements and
constraints of industrial systems. For example, industrial
control architectures are often based on PLC-like embedded
systems, which guarantee robustness, real-time execution as
well as compliance with safety regulations, but are also
subject to strong limitations on available library suites for
advanced data structures and on computation capabilities.
In this paper we present two contributions aimed at
improving safe navigation of industrial AGVs: the novel
keypoint feature SKIP (Skeleton Kurvature Interest Point)
and a moving object detection algorithm from laser scans.
Both the proposed algorithms have been designed to operate
with laser scanners, which are part of the standard sensing equipment of AGVs. The SKIP features are computed
through removal of nondescriptive (i.e. low curvature) laser
points and provide stable references in navigation tasks. The
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Fig. 1: An industrial AGV equipped with navigation laser scanner
(in blue) at the top of a telescopic pole and safety laser scanners
(yellow color).
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Fig. 2: An examples of SKIP keypoint features (red circles)
associated to landmarks (blue squares) for robot localization. In
this case 8 keypoints are correctly associated.

moving object detection algorithm is based on comparison of
consecutive scans and can prevent collision with pedestrians
and other vehicles by predicting their direction and speed.
II. SKIP F EATURES FOR AGV L OCALIZATION
Feature detection from raw laser scans avoids the dependence of AGV localization from special landmarks. Unfortunately, the extraction of stable and distinguishable interest
points from laser measurements in cluttered environments is
not a trivial task. In a previous work [3] we proposed FALKO
features for AGV localization with laser scanner. FALKO
features are extracted where there is a distinctive local
distribution of neighbor points. While this criterion enables
to find reasonably stable references for navigation and local

mapping, the obtained interest points do not describe the
global shape of the free space in a laser scan.
Thus, we developed the novel feature SKIP, which extracts
interest points through simplification of the general contour
of scan points. The algorithm is inspired by the curve
simplification technique in [4]. The input data consists of
a single laser scan with field-of-view of 360 deg represented
as a curve connecting adjacent points. The curve is split in
correspondence to gaps caused by occlusion, i.e. where the
distance between two consecutive points is above a certain
threshold, and these points are marked as gap points. A
cornerness score is computed for each of the remaining
points pi based on its previous and next points, respectively
pi−1 and pi+1 . The chosen score is equal to score(pi ) =
|pi pi−1 + pi pi+1 − pi+1 pi−1 | where ab is the length of
the segment connecting points a and b. Then, the points
are ordered according to their score and those with score
value less than a given threshold are iteratively removed.
When a point is removed, the score of its adjacent points
is updated according to their new neighbors. An example of
the outcome of SKIP algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2.
The algorithm has been tested on datasets acquired in an
industrial warehouse and has shown to detect meaningful
environmental features.
III. M OVING O BJECT D ETECTION
The safety laser scanners are commonly mounted on
industrial AGVs at ground level to check whether there are
objects in given areas in front of the sensors. Each AGV
usually mount more than one safety laser scanner to monitor
the presence of potentially colliding obstacles. Furthermore,
the range measurements acquired with such sensors can be
exploited to find moving objects. When the AGV moves in
a static scene, the points acquired by the range finder at
two consecutive time instants are aligned by the same rigid
motion. On the other hand, moving objects are aligned by a
different transformation w.r.t. the background.
The proposed algorithm operates as follows. First, a raw
estimate of AGV rotation between the two input consecutive
scans is obtained using Hough spectrum correlation [5]. This
initial operation of background relative motion improves the
following steps. The main operation of our algorithm is
motion clustering by iteratively performing association and
k-means clustering. In particular, the points of current scan
are associated to their nearest neighbors in the previous
scan and the respective difference vectors are computed.
The difference vectors are then assigned to a cluster using
k-means algorithm. The number of clusters k should be
equal to the number of moving objects, which is unknown.
Thus, the algorithm initially overestimate k = 15 clusters
and, when the centroids of two clusters are very close,
the two corresponding clusters are merged. The achieved
classification is improved under the hypothesis that points
belonging to the same object are more likely neighbors.
Spatial clustering is performed and the initial point labels
are corrected by adopting the same classification for the
points in the same spatial cluster. Finally, Extended Kalman

Fig. 3: Example of moving object detection: some of the points of
the scan (blue) are classified as moving clusters (red) or potential
moving clusters (grey).

Filter tracking is used to handle the life cycle of clusters.
In particular, the candidate clusters are classified as moving
objects only after they have been observed multiple time,
whereas a cluster is removed from the tracking list only after
prolonged missed detection. Results will be presented at the
workshop showing the effectiveness of the approach.
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